SCENESAVER LITTLE LONDON THEATRES QUIZ CHRISTMAS 2020
London’s off west end theatres

West End Theatre Trivia

1.Would you get a cold reception
when you see the main attraction at
this theatre?

1. When and where were the first
London matinee performances?

2. Would you need google maps or
Waze to find this south London
venue?
3.Sounds like there would be plenty
of people to wait on you at this
bilingual theatre

2. Which Pope wrote a play that
was performed in London in 1982?
3. What do the theatres of the
1590s have in common with the
theatres of the 2020s?
4. At which London theatre did the
ceiling come crashing down?

4. You’d find an empty vapour rub
jar here
5. You’d expect to see Carousel
here
6. You’d be forgiven for not
knowing if you were in London or
New York at this theatre.

5. When and where and on whom
was there (in real life not on the
stage!) an assassination attempt in
a London theatre on a reigning
monarch?
6. What is unique about the roof of
Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre?

7. Would you automatically leave
your car to go here?

7. Which London theatre lies
directly beneath a swimming pool
in use today.

8. Heading for London Newsnight’s
Kirsty leaves Scotland

8. Which internationally famous
composer lived at what is now the
entrance to the stage door of a
London theatre and what is the
name of the theatre?

9. Mmm Pepsi. Would you see the
Rivals here?!
10. A prime number would be in
this theatre’s audience.

9. In which year was a woman
allowed to act in a Shakespearian
play? Who was she and what part
did she play?
10. Which was the first theatre to
be built in London after the end of
the First World War?
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Parting is such sweet sorrow

Foodie venues- a theatrical
dinner

1. This glamorous actress is no
longer with her trusted Steed

1. Where you would go for a side
dish and table decoration?

2. His surname would make you
think he came from Samuel
Johnson’s birthplace

2.For some starters you might call
in here

3. Many people were shaken but
not stirred with passing of this
Scottish actor.

3 and 4. If you had some wine you
would go to these two venues for
the main ingredients

4. His surname should ensure he
gets plenty of work

5. You would get a sprig of
seasoning from here

5. Not to be confused with the
aircraft of the same name
6. A certain type of the vegetable
Cynara scolymus comes from here
6. How apt that his surname
sounds like something you would
find on a different type of ship
7. Not only is the parrot dead but
unfortunately so is this performer
8. It is such a shame this much
loved tv and radio performer did not
have just a minute more

7.You could go here to cook the
food
8 and 9. And these two venues for
a sweet and citrus dessert
10. For a drink at the end of the
meal

9. His passing was not due to a
gunshot wound although his
surname might suggest it was.
10. This Kirk was not on a starship
but is sadly now in heaven.
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Seen on Scenesaver

Name these offwest end theatres

1. Which famous scientist is the
subject of a performance

1.

🌹+ 👑
2. How many Shakespeare
performances have been featured
on Scenesaver by the Show Must
Go Online?
3. Which play won the very first
OnComm award?
4. Who are the famous literary
sisters in one drama title?

2.

⛩
3.

💧🚽🧭
4.

👼
5. What is the number that is
central to Simon de Cintra’s play?
6. What is Kurt Weill’s dance
performance?
7. It ain’t over until… What
happens?

5.

🌳
6.

👸👸👸🎺⛪
7.

8. With whom are there self care
tips?

🦁+🦄
8.

9. Dr Whom is a search for whom?

10. What will “we dance on”?

📊🔛🔛👨⚖
9.

🤴
10.

🌗
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